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Cooper pair correlations and energetic knock-out reactions
E. C. Simpson and J. A. Tostevin
Department of Physics, Faculty of Engineering and Physical Sciences,
University of Surrey, Guildford, Surrey GU2 7XH, United Kingdom
Two-nucleon removal (or knock-out) reactions at intermediate energies
are a developing tool for both nuclear spectroscopy and for the study
of certain nucleon correlations in very exotic and some stable nuclei.
We present an overview of these reactions with specic emphasis on the
nature of the two-nucleon correlations that can be probed. We outline
future possibilities and tests needed to fully establish these sensitivities.
1. Fast two-nucleon removal reactions
The ability to probe experimentally the spin-structure of nuclear wave func-
tions and, in particular, to identify and quantify spin-singlet, S=0, nucleon-
pair components is a long-standing ambition. Low-energy two-nucleon
transfer studies between light-ions, such as the (p,t) reaction, studied ex-
tensively as such a probe for stable nuclei and, more recently, for exotic
nuclei, are discussed in several Chapters in this volume.1 In such reac-
tions the light-ion transfer vertex, here hp j t i, selects, predominantly, S=0
two-neutron pairs (specically, 1s0, T=1 congurations) from the projectile
ground-state wave function; as is most transparent under the assumption
that the reaction proceeds as a direct one-step pair transfer.
Intermediate-energy two-nucleon removal reactions oer a relatively new
and developing experimental approach. The reactions have developed out
of the need for ecient detection and use of a more restricted set of observ-
ables in experiments with rare isotope beams. The usually highly-unstable
projectile nuclei of mass A+2 are produced as fast, low-intensity secondary
beams by fragmentation and fragment separation. The beams, typically
with incident energies of >80 MeV per nucleon and v=c  0:35, collide with
light target nuclei, e.g. beryllium or carbon. Our interest here is in collision
1
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events that remove two nucleons (2N) with and without inelastic excitation
of the target nucleus. These 2N removal events populate the (bound or
unbound) ground and excited states of the mass A projectile-like residual
nuclei. Measurements of the yields and nal momenta of these forward-
travelling residues also probe aspects of the structure and 2N correlations
in the projectile wave function. This Chapter discusses this dependence
of 2N-removal reaction observables on the structure and also the spin S
of the 2N pair. The observables discussed are inclusive with respect to
the fate and nal states of the target and of the removed nucleons. We
comment briey later on the potential of future data, when more exclusive
measurements of these reaction fragments become practical.
The present developments have evolved from rst investigations whose
focus was one-neutron removal from halo nuclei.2 Narrow parallel (beam-
direction) residue momentum distributions were observed,3,4 characteristic
of the last weakly-bound neutron occupying single-particle states of low
orbital angular momentum `. More generally, these momentum distribu-
tion widths increase with both ` and the separation energy of the removed
nucleon3 permitting an assessment of structure model predictions of e.g.
level orderings and single-nucleon spectroscopic strengths5{7 from measured
nal-state exclusive yields and the residue momenta.
Our focus is on 2N removal reactions for structure studies of exotic
nuclei.8{14 The theoretical description of the reaction, developed to incor-
porate correlated shell-model 2N overlap functions,15,16 has been used to
formulate the momentum distributions of these reaction residues17,18 and
their sensitivity19 to nuclear structure. We will discuss how, although the
removal reaction mechanism makes no intrinsic selection of the spin S of
nucleon pairs at the projectile surface, the 2N removal events are highly
selective geometrically, probing the 2N joint-position-probability f (r1; r2)
appropriate to a given nal state f . It follows that pair removal is en-
hanced when nucleons have a spatial (proximity) correlation in the projec-
tile ground-state. The dimensions of the probed volume are of the same size
(2{3 fm) as has been predicted20 for Cooper pairs at the nuclear surface.
2. Two-nucleon removal: structure input
We review the salient points of the two-nucleon removal reaction formalism,
developed in Refs. 15{19, to make clear the connection between structure,
residue yields, and their momentum distributions. We assume transitions
from the projectile initial state i, with spin (Ji;Mi), to particular residue
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nal states f , and (Jf ;Mf ). The residues are assumed to be spectators in
the sudden reaction description15 and the states f are not coupled to the
reaction dynamics. The structure input to the reaction is determined by
the projectile and residue 2N overlaps
	
fMf
i (1; 2) =
X
IT
(IJfMf jJiMi)(TTff jTii)CIT

 1 
  2
T
I
;
where  runs over the set of contributing spherical congurations (1; 2) of
the two-nucleons, with   (n`j). The CIT are the two-nucleon amplitudes
(TNA) for each conguration for total angular momentum I and isospin T
of the two nucleons and a given i! f transition. The square bracketed term
is the antisymmetrized 2N wave function written in jj-coupling. Truncated-
basis shell-model calculations have, thus far, provided the structure input,
via the TNA, giving good agreement with measured nal state branching
ratios16 for nuclei in the sd-shell.
In the following we identify in some detail the role of the 2N spin S in
the calculations and the observables. Thus we reexpress the overlap and
subsequent derived properties in LS-coupling.19 The coherence or other-
wise of the reaction observables to the dierent LS terms in the overlaps is
claried through the associated 2N joint position probabilities f (r1; r2).
When assuming eikonal reaction dynamics the probabilities for absorp-
tion (a, an inelastic event) or transmission (e, an elastic event) of a frag-
ment p (the nucleons or the residue) in a collision with the target are
Pa(bp) = [1 jSp(bp)j2] and Pe(bp) = [1 Pa(bp)] = jSp(bp)j2, where Sp(bp)
is the fragment-target elastic S-matrix at its impact parameter bp. These
factors, due to the eects of strong absorption in the Sp, have the property
that Pa(bp)! 1 and Pe(bp)! 0 at small impact parameters. This leads to
a natural surface localization of the 2N removal reaction events where the
mass A residue is transmitted and two nucleons are found suciently close
together that both interact strongly with the light (small) target nucleus
and are removed from the projectile.
Furthermore, if the Pa;e factors are spin-independent, as is assumed
here, then the 2N removal cross section and its dierential with respect to
the residue momenta involve only the squared modulus of the 2N overlap
summed over the two nucleons, residue and projectile spin projections17
f (r1; r2) =
1
J^2i
X
MiMf
h	fMfi j	fMfi isp : (1)
So, a transition to a given nal state f will probe the details of this f ,
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specically, the degree of 2N spatial correlations at the projectile surface.
This joint-probability is incoherent with respect to contributions from dif-
ferent I, L and S. Its dependence on the 2N correlations is best presented
in terms of radial and angular correlation functions. Explicitly,
f (r1; r2) =
X
LSI
nX
0
CITLSC
IT
0LSDD0
 UD0(1; 2)  L;D(!)   ( )S+TUE0(1; 2)  L;E(!) o
with D = 1=
p
2(1 + 12). The C
IT
LS are the LS-coupled TNA
CITLS = j^1 j^2 L^ S^
8<:
`1 s j1
`2 s j2
L S I
9=; CIT : (2)
Here UD0 describes the radial correlation of the active single-particle states,
UD0(1; 2) = u1(1)u2(2)u01(1)u02(2) + u2(1)u1(2)u02(1)u01(2);
and 01 $ 02 in the analogous exchange term UE . The 2N angular corre-
lations,  L, are independent of S and are determined only by the active
orbital set f  (1; 2)g and L. This angular correlation function is19,21
 L;D(!)   L;D`1`2`01`02(!) =( 1)
L
^`
1
^`0
1
^`
2
^`0
2
(4)2
X
k
W (`1`2`
0
1`
0
2;Lk)
( 1)k(`10`010jk0)(`20`020jk0)Pk(cos!); (3)
where cos!= r^1  r^2 is the 2N angular separation. The exchange term is
 L;E(!) = ( )`01+`02 L  L;D`1`2`02`01(!) :
Here we do not show the (now implicit) sum on isospin T and the squared
isospin coecient (TTff jTii)2 which are dened trivially in each case.
It is also important to note that an [S; T ]=[0; 1] contribution in the above
does not imply a 1s0 two-nucleon pair, although this is expected to be the
dominant conguration with these quantum numbers.
3. Sensitivity of observables to structure
This formal discussion has dened the S=0 2N components present in the
projectile wave function that will be delivered to the target nucleus. As
noted, the primary elastic and inelastic removal probabilities oer no di-
rect selection on the S of the removed nucleons. The target intercepts the
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2N density f near the projectile surface and S=0 pairs will be removed
with all other LSI terms; all terms making additive contributions to the
cross sections. The relative strengths of the S=0, 1 components are there-
fore entirely determined by the nuclear structure. Since the sums over the
contributing congurations  are coherent, both the sizes and phases of the
TNA are key factors. The S=0, 1 relative strengths of each  is determined
by the 9j-coecient in Eq. 2. Since, most often, the (exotic) projectiles
have spin Ji=0, I is xed and equal to the nal state spin Jf .
3.1. Spin selection and L-sensitivity
Critically, the S are coupled to the 2N total orbital angular momentum
values L. Each L contributes a cross section momentum distribution with
a characteristic width.17,18 In general these widths show a robust increase
with L (and hence I), and a weaker, transition-dependent sensitivity to the
contributing 2N congurations . Most simply, ground-state to ground-
state 2N removal from even-even nuclei, with I=0 and hence S=L=0 or
S=L=1, may highlight signicant deviations and test structure model pre-
dictions. The dierences in momentum widths for L=0 and L=1 are how-
ever relatively modest so high statistics measurements are necessary. For
excited nal-states the momentum distributions will be characteristic of
the LS content of f . In many cases
19 nal-states of the same Jf will
have a suciently dierent LS make-up to aect their residue momentum
distributions. So, interpretation of observables is not trivial and the cal-
culated cross sections are now more intimately (and opaquely) connected
to the nuclear structure; here the TNA. In particular, the S=0 pair sensi-
tivity of the reaction is not a generic feature and must be considered on a
case-by-case basis. In the sd-shell example used below, for 28Mg( 2p), the
S content of f is seen to vary markedly with the nal state Jf , a result
of the interplay of the structure and 9j-couplings in Eq. 2. Coincidence
nal-state measurements that are exclusive with respect to the residue nal
states are thus vital. More exclusive measurements, for example if one can
observe correlations of the removed nucleons in the nal states, may oer
additional probes of these projectile (entrance channel) spin correlations.
Applications of 2N knockout have, to date, concentrated on nuclei with
A < 60, the shell-model providing the input to compute the f . Typically,
the shell-model predicts appreciable strength to relatively simple 2N-hole
states. For even-even sd-shell nuclei the Jf=0
+ ground-states are strongly
populated, with signicant yields also to low-lying 2+ and 4+ states. We
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illustrate this situation with reference to 2p-removal from neutron-rich 28Mg
projectiles at 82 MeV per nucleon incident energy. In other cases14 there
can be signicant changes in the nuclear structures between the projectile
and residue states leading to a greater fragmentation of the TNA strengths
and a more complex interpretation of the cross sections.
In the sudden plus eikonal approximations used, the projectile travels
and grazes the target moving in the z (the beam) direction. So, it is intu-
itive to construct the projection of f (r1; r2) onto the plane perpendicular
to the beam direction by integration over the zi of the two nucleon posi-
tions ri=(si; zi). This maps out the pair position probability distribution
(including with respect to S) to that seen by the target nucleus. We denote
these projected densities PJf (s1; s2). As was detailed above, the spatial cor-
relations of the two nucleons are concisely expressed as a function of their
angular separation, !. Clearly the zi-integrated joint probabilities PJf are
a convoluted form of this correlation function, each xed (s1; s2) sampling
a range of !. However, since the reaction is surface localized and the target
is light (small) the eective zi thicknesses are small and the PJf continue to
make a valuable intuitive link between the 2N spatial (and spin and orbital
angular momentum) correlations and their removal cross sections.
3.2. sd-shell example: 28Mg( 2p)
Figures 1 and 2 show calculations of the impact parameter plane two-
nucleon probabilities PJf seen by the target nucleus, computed from the
USD shell-model TNA15 and overlaps, for the 28Mg!26Ne(Jf ) 2p removal
transitions. The left panels show the PJf for all spin S(=0,1) components.
The right panel of Fig. 1 shows the corresponding PJf assuming that re-
moval is from a pure [1d5=2]
2 conguration. The right panel of Fig. 2
shows PS=0Jf computed using only the S=0 wave function components. The
S=0 component in the case of the ground-state to ground-state transition
of Fig. 1 (left) is essentially indistinguishable and is not shown. Figure 1
shows the additional spatial correlations introduced by conguration mix-
ing in the full sd-shell-model calculation. A known feature19 of the f is
their symmetry about !==2 if all of the active nucleon orbitals i are in
the same major shell (here the sd-shell); specically, if they have the same
parity. In the PJf contour plots shown below, this is a symmetry about the
y-axis if one of the nucleons, say s1, is found at the surface on the x-axis
(indicated by a back spot). The gures, drawn with the same position prob-
ability scales, are for the 0+ transition, Fig. 1, and for the sum of overlaps
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Fig. 1. Calculated PJf=0(s1; s2) for 2p removal to the 26Ne(0+) ground-state. Nucleon
1 is at the position of the black spot on the x-axis. The left panel uses the full sd-shell
TNA. The right panel assumes a pure [1d5=2]
2 conguration.
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Fig. 2. Calculated Pincl(s1; s2) for inclusive 2p removal to the 26Ne(0+,2+1 ,4+,2+2 ) nal
states. The left panel includes all LS components. The right panel shows PS=0incl (s1; s2)
and includes only the S=0 components of the overlaps.
for the 0+, 2+1 , 4
+ and 2+2 transitions, Fig. 2; the latter are relevant to the
inclusive cross section. The dominance of the S=0 component in the 0+
ground state transition and the importance of both the 0+ transition and
of S=0 2p pairs to the inclusive cross section are evident.
To further illustrate the reaction mechanism's relative transparency to
the S of the nucleon pairs delivered by the projectile, in Table 1 we show
the computed partial and the inclusive cross sections for these PJf . The
S=0 fractions(%) of the overlaps and the cross sections show a small, state-
dependent enhancement of S=0 terms in the cross sections, but that the
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Table 1. Calculated and experimental partial and inclusive cross sections
for 28Mg( 2p) at 82 MeV per nucleon, see also Ref. 15. The percentage
contributions of S=0 terms to the overlaps and the cross sections are also
shown.
Jf E
 f (S=0) exp th S=0 S=0
(MeV) (%) (mb) (mb) (mb) (%)
0+ 0.0 86 0.70(15) 1.190 1.083 90
2+ 2.02 18 0.09(15) 0.327 0.071 22
4+ 3.50 38 0.58(9) 1.046 0.523 49
2+2 3.70 50 0.15(9) 0.458 0.250 54
Inclusive 1.50(10) 3.02 1.93 64
spin content of the projectile wave-function is reected in the calculated
cross sections. Here the S=0 terms are seen to be responsible for 64% of
the computed inclusive cross section.
3.3. Cross shell excitations
It is known22{26 that the presence of 2N congurations  with 1 and 2 of
opposite parity, e.g. via n~!, n =odd, single-particle excitations, generate
surface pairing. In Eq. 3 such congurations remove the angular symmetry
about !==2 by introducing odd K Legendre terms. Whether these odd-
even combinations are constructive (destructive) in (de)localizing pairs will
depend, case-by-case, on the TNA, the signs of the 9j-coecients, and the
 L(!) for !  0. The 2N removal mechanism is clearly sensitive to such
coherent cross-shell admixtures. Such sensitivity is illustrated in Fig. 3 for
the 48Ca( 2n) ground-state to ground-state overlap. Here the cross-shell
admixtures, over several oscillator shells, were estimated perturbatively (see
Eq. 2 of Ref. 22) from realistic, N3LO Vlowk, two-body matrix elements
27
from an assumed [1f7=2]
2 conguration. The cross-shell admixtures are
seen to enhance the 2n spatial correlations and the 2N removal cross section.
There are signicant experimental challenges to measurements for such
a neutron-rich 2n removal case. The valence neutrons of 48Ca are less bound
than the protons and 46Ca will also be produced by population and neutron-
decay of neutron-unbound states in 47Ca. The means to distinguish such
direct and indirect paths, by fast-neutron detection, are however advanced.
The inuence of such cross-shell excitations on 2N removal should be quan-
tied for nuclei at or near closed shells. The 16O( 2n) reaction, where only
the 14O residue ground state is bound, would provide a valuable test case.
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Fig. 3. Ground-state to ground-state PJf=0(s1; s2) for the 48Ca( 2n) overlap. Nucleon
1 is at the position of the black spot on the x-axis. The left panel uses the multi-shell
TNA set (see the text). The right panel is for removal of a pure [1f7=2]
2 pair.
4. Experimental considerations and future outlook
A major thrust of experimental activity is toward increasingly exotic nu-
clides whose low-lying spectra are unknown and are often in the continuum.
The importance of nucleon removal reactions derives from their detection
eciency (near 100%) and use of thick reaction targets, increasing the ef-
fective luminosity of the low intensity exotic beams. Since, as presently
measured, the experimental 2N cross sections are inclusive with respect
to the nal states of the target and the removed nucleons, they are rel-
atively large. Nevertheless, accessible observables remain constrained by
low beam intensity to: (a) the decay -rays of the reaction residues, that
allow extraction of (b) nal-state-exclusive residue cross sections, and (c)
the dierential of these cross sections with respect to the residue parallel
momenta. The importance of the shapes and widths of these momentum
distributions as a probe of L (and S) has been stressed. A barrier to suf-
ciently precise momentum measurements is the broadening of the residue
momenta (in charge changing reactions) due to the unknown reaction point
in the thick target. This problem can be mitigated, when needed, by the
use of thin targets, but at the cost of reduced yields.
The discussions here focus on the structure sensitivity of the direct 2N
removal mechanism. The examples used are for two like nucleons (T=1).
These theoretical sensitivities are valid for 2n, 2p or np-pair removal, inde-
pendent of the energies of the Fermi surfaces of the nucleon species. These
direct cross sections can and have been measured rather cleanly, enabled
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by the relevant separation energy thresholds,8,15 when the two nucleons
are initially strongly-bound in the projectile. Thus 2p (2n) removal from
neutron-rich (decient) systems are the most accessible. The removal of
weakly bound nucleons (and np pairs) is in general more complicated. The
mass A residues can often be populated strongly by indirect paths, involving
single-nucleon removal to and subsequent decay of intermediate, mass A+1
particle-unbound states. Without an eective experimental discrimination
between direct and indirect events, 2N removal reactions cannot yet be ap-
plied to study correlations of e.g. weakly-bound 2n pairs in near-dripline
neutron-rich nuclei.28 Light N=Z nuclei are an exception.29 They permit
further detailed tests of the reaction sensitivities for both T=0 and T=1
2N pairs in systems where proton-neutron pairing is signicant. New high-
statistics measurements for such systems, where there is far less ambiguity
in the underlying nuclear structure, are possible and necessary.
Truncated-basis shell-model calculations have provided the structure
touchstone for the prototype 2N removal studies to date, but the descrip-
tion of the reaction dynamics is indierent to the structure model. The
connection to alternative structure model predictions is most simply made
through the computed f (r1; r2). Coupling of the existing eikonal reaction
dynamics to alternative structure models will provide the means to study
quantitatively those regions of rapidly changing structure associated with
the onset of deformation,10,12{14 and heavier mid-shell nuclei in transitional
regions. One- and two-nucleon spectroscopic amplitudes using BCS wave
functions, written30{32 in terms of the occupation amplitudes, vk and uk,
have been widely used in transfer reaction studies.33{35 These amplitudes
are eminently applicable and necessary for future studies of heavier nuclei.
As was also discussed, 2N removal observables will be sensitive to the mix-
ing of opposite parity orbitals in the 2N overlap function. The degree of
mixing will depend strongly on the chosen set of single-particle energies,
perhaps inuenced by deformation of the projectile, and by the strength of
the pairing interaction. Quantication of these sensitivities oers exciting
future prospects and challenges to theory and experiment.
We have illustrated the 2N removal reaction mechanism for lighter nuclei
where prototype data sets are available for beams with modest intensity.
The available data remain limited in scope and in statistical precision. An
important development in these lighter systems will be to also detect the
removed nucleons in the nal-state and, if possible, to quantify the degree
to which they are correlated. The possibility to connect any such nal-
state 2N correlations to those delivered by the projectile in the entrance
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channel, as were discussed here, will be of considerable interest. Studies
in heavier projectiles will bring practical complications. A rst study of
the 208Pb( 2p) reaction,36 with many available valence protons and a sig-
nicantly higher residue level density, predict signicant populations of 52
nal states below the 206Hg separation energy. Such nal-state complexity
presents major challenges.
5. Summary
We have discussed the 2N correlations in a projectile wave function that
can be probed, in principle, using the fast, direct 2N removal reaction
mechanism. We have shown that the geometric selectivity of the reaction on
light target nuclei favours congurations, and coherent sums thereof, that
result in a high degree of spatial localization of pairs of nucleons near the
projectile surface. Access to specic information on the spin components of
the wave function is possible due to their LS-coupling and the dependence
of the widths of residue momentum distributions to these L components.
High-statistics measurements of partial cross sections to the residue nal
states, of their momentum distributions, and of more exclusive observables
will be needed to fully and quantitatively test these sensitivities.
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